HEALTHIER HOSPITALS 2.0
COMPLIANT PRODUCTS

arper
Arper confirms that the products in this presentation can be manufactured to meet the Healthier Hospitals - Safer Chemicals Healthy Interiors Guidance, which requires that all of these products:

• Have no chemical flame retardants.

• Have no antimicrobials, unless added to raw materials for the sole purpose of preserving the product.*

• Have no long- and/or short-chain per- and poly-fluorinated alkyl compounds and no fluorinated polymers used as stain, water, or oil resistant treatments.

• Comply with the ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014 Furniture Sustainability Standard, Sections 7.6.1 and 7.6.2, relating to formaldehyde emission.

• Contain less than 1% (one percent) of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) by weight, excluding electrical components.*

Additionally, we confirm the following information about our products:

• Customer is responsible for specifying upholstery/options that meet the above criteria or customers may choose to provide COM.

• Please include the indication “HH Compliance Required” on each item line on the official PO.

Furniture described herein meets the Healthy Interiors goal of the Safer Chemicals Challenge according to the manufacturer. Practice Greenhealth does not verify this information.
Aava transforms the essential and efficient to an evocative form. Soft curves yield a contemporary silhouette that is both striking yet sensitive, an adaptive form that can speak or assimilate to any environment.
Catifa 46 is the little sister of Catifa 53. Same sleek profile with a crisp, casual efficiency that is designed for contract use and spaces that require a slightly smaller scale.
Catifa 53 is the original: the inspiration that extends to Arper itself. The graceful curved seat and sleek profile are the ultimate synthesis. Utilizing a wide range of finishes, bases and accessories, this almost-universal form may be customized for diverse applications.
Featuring the same soft, emblematic Catifa form, Catifa 60 adds more generous proportions and performance. Featuring a backrest available in several heights and a broad, accommodating seat.
Catifa 80 is a light, low lounge chair with a pronounced horizontal character. Its reduced profile and wide seat are generous without being heavy or bulky.
Graphic, lightweight and fluid, Zinta is a modular sofa system defined by the harmonious juxtaposition of smooth lines and warm materials. Its deep seat perfectly supports the casual recline of the body.
Graphic silhouette and color define the soft, generous volumes of Pix. A family of ottomans, at once inviting and iconic, Pix provides a casual touch of comfort in both contract and residential environments, inside or outside.
PIX

Round table with powdercoated steel base and MDF top fitted with gas-lift mechanism for height adjustment.
Adaptable, open and generous, the Cross table is equally suited for the boardrooms, residential spaces or for collaborative work environments. Thanks to optional configuration arrangements it can serve as a temporary meeting ground for group gatherings or a communal work station with room enough to share.